2018 NOVELTIES / SHOWCASE

LARSSON & JENNINGS

GUCCI

RALLY CHRONOGRAPHS

Larsson & Jennings has created a line of
Rally chronographs that draw inspiration
from the CEO’s dream watch, the Rolex
Daytona, and take the British business in
a different direction to its usual minimalist
timepieces. Clocking in at 41mm, the Rally
is a sports chronograph housing a Swiss
quartz movement. The collection comes
in six colourways, from a Paul Newman-like
version to an all blacked out version. They
are on sale immediately for £425.

G-TIMELESS HOLOGRAM

CARL F. BUCHERER

MANERO TOURBILLON DOUBLE
PERIPHERAL

Carl F. Bucherer, the watch brand
created by the founder of Bucherer,
marked its 130-year anniversary at
Baselworld with the unveiling of the
Manero Tourbillon Double Peripheral
containing its new CFB T3000
manufacture calibre. The watch
combines a peripheral automatic
winding system, where a circular
ring weight rather than a fan-shape
oscillating weight tightens the
barrel, and a peripherally mounted
UPVSCJMMPOUIBUBQQFBSTUPmPBU5IF
43mm watch comes in an 18ct rose
gold case. The ring weight makes it
FBTJFSUPTFFUIF$04$DFSUJlFE$'#
T3000 manufacture movement in
all its glory through the back of the
43mm 18ct gold case. It goes on sale
in November priced at £52,800.

Gucci has added a hologram effect
to its 2018 collection of G-Timeless
watches. The three-dimensional effect
pops out of the watch and shows
shifting images as you move your wrist.
Both the dial and strap of the 38mm
quartz-based watches feature the Gucci
((MPHPBTBmPBUJOHIPMPHSBN0OUIF
back of the case is an engraving of the
Ouroboros motif, which appears in the
House jewellery collection as well. This
4XJTTNBEFXBUDIVTFTBOUJSFmFDUJWF
sapphire crystal and is water resistant
to 50 meters.

NOMOS GLASHÜTTE
TETRA PETITE FOUR

Nomos Glashütte has expanded its line of petite ladies pieces with
four new pastel springtime colours. Coming in two shades of blue
and two shades of pink, the Tetra timepieces add to an already
extensive lineup. The 27mm square watches house the brand’s inhouse Alpha movement, allowing for the hours and minutes, as well
as the 6 o’clock seconds sub dial and up to 43 hours of autonomy.
The time is displayed centrally with thin silvered or gold hands,
the indicators are a mix of minimalist lines printed on the dial and
oversized Arabic numerals. In two of the four watches, the handwound caliber can be viewed at work through a sapphire crystal
glass back. The two others, Tetra Matcha and Tetra Azure, offer
space for a personalised engraving on their stainless steel backs.
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